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INTRODUCTION

The following thesis describes part of a set of ore spec-

imens collected by James Gilluly and the writer at Ajo, Ariz-

ona during the early summer of 1932.

This field work was done for the United States Geologi-

cal Survey, and while considerable geologic work was done,

only passing mention will be made concerning the geology, as

the conclusions reached properly belong to Mr. Gilluly and

will be published by him at some future time.

Mr. Eldred Wilson of the Arizona Bureau of Mines has

kindly put at my disposal a number of polished sections which

he collected in 1923 from the semi- oxidized zone in the south -

west part of the orebody.

In all, about 50 polished sections were studied in de-

tail and the conclusions reached concerning the paragenesis

of the ore minerals are based entirely upon the evidence

presented by these sections, as the field relations are not

in my possession.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

I am indebted to James Gilluly for his kindness in fur-

nishing me with the suite of polished sections prepared by

the United States Geological Survey, and to Eldred Wilson for

the use of his suite of specimens taken a number of years

ago.

I wish also to express my thanks to Dr. B. S. Butler



.

and Dr. M. Y. Short of the Geological department of the Univ-

ersity of Arizona for assistance and encouragment in the

preparation of this thesis.
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3.

LOCATION

The Ajo copper deposits are situated in the heart of the

Desert Province of Arizona, midway between Tucson and Yuma.

(See key map, Plate I).

The camp lies on the east side of the Little Ajo Moun-

tains in a basin about 1900 feet above sea level, and sep-

arated from the open desert by low hills.

The only natural vegetation is of the usual desert type.

Water is secured from a well 7 miles north of Ajo where

there is a complete pumping plant 600 feet underground. The

water occurs in the scoriaceous top of a lava flow and is at

a temperature of 104 degrees F.

In the center of the basin, in which lies the town of Ajo,

were the brilliantly iron - and copper -stained rocks of Copper

Mountain and its two companion hills which rose about 150 feet

above the valley floor, and which have been completely removed

by mining operations.

HISTORY(*)

The cop_ner deposit at Ajo was one of the first to be dis-

covered in the southwest, the first work being done in 1855

at a time when that part of Arizona was claimed by both Mex-

ico and the United. States. From this early period until the

Historical data mainly from "The Ajo Copper Mining
District" by Ira 9. Joralem.on. AIME Trans. Vol 49, 1914
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beginning of the present century, the Ajo district was work-

ed only in a casual and intermittent way.

With the increased interest in copper mining soon after

1900 there was a succession of reorganizations and new

stock issues in the companies which owned mining rights in

the district, and which resulted in some underground work

on rich bornite and chalcocite veins. ro work, however

was done on the great carbonate outcrop of the main ore-

body.

The first real attempt to explore the main orebody was

in 1910 when several diamond drill holes were put down. A

year later the calumet and Arizona Mining Co. started an in-

tensive drilling and exploration campaign, and this work

showed that the silicified iron - and copper -stained hills

were the outcrop of a great low-grade copper ore body.

In 1931 the Calumet and Arizona Mining Co. was con-

solidated with the Phelps Dodge Corporation.

Experiments conduoted during the exploratory work show-

ed that the carbonate ore could be successfully leached,-and

in May 1917 a leaching and electrolytic plant of 5000 tons

capacity was put into operation.

The hardness of the ore prevented the adoption of caving

methods of mining. The orebody is approximately tabular

and horizontal and there was a lack of appreciable amount

of overburden. For these reasons it was decided to adopt

open pit mining with power shovels.
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PRODUCTION

The leaching plant continued in operation until July

1930, when practically all of the carbonate ore had been

mined, having treated 16,800,000 tons of ore averaging

1.3E6 copper.

After about 5 years of carbonate production, stripping

of the sulphide ore was sufficiently advanced to warrant the

erection os" a concêntrating plant. A 5000 ton flotation

plant was completed and regular production of sulphide ore

began in 1924. This plant was enlarged in 1928 and 1929 to

a capacity of 15,000 tons per day.

Up to the beginning of 1931 the flotation plant had

treated 15,600,000 tons of sulphide ore averaging 1.41%

copper.(*)

The stripping of the waste overburden has not been an

important factor in the mining of the ore. Up to the begin-

ning of 1931, only 6,800,000 tons of waste had been removed

in the mining of 32,400,000 tons of ore , a ratio of 0.21

tons of Waste to 1 ton of ore. This includes waste occurring

within the ore body and in the approach.

GEOLOGY

The orebody is located in the southern end of a large

laccolith of monzonite and monzonite porphyry. According

( *) Notes on production from U. S. Kureau of Mines Infor-
mation circular 6666.
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to Joralemon(*) this monzonite mass is 8 to 10 miles long

by from 1 to 4 miles wide, with the long axis extending

N 20 W and has uplifted the older rhyolite beds to form a

dome, the crest of which has been eroded away in fairly re-

cent times.

Copper Mountain and the two other hills formed the out-

crop of the orebody. On the top and sides of the former,

there were small remnants of the rhyolite which dipped away

from the summit.

Bordering the southern point of the monzonite intrusion

is a strip of diorite from 200 to 1000 feet wide, which may

represent an earlier intrusion than the monzonite.(**)

The southern tip of the monzonite which contains the

orebody dips steeply toward the south and southeast and is

covered with rhyolite and beds of fanglomerate which are

younger than the monzonite intrusion but older than the basal-

tic lava flows which form Black Mountain 4 miles to the south

of A j o.

Just south of the pit the fanglomerate beds have a south-

erly dip of 60 -85 degrees, flattening to 30 -45 degrees half

a mile farther south.

According to Gilluly( * * *) the present attitude of the

fanglomerate is unquestionably due to tilting subsequent to

(I " Ira B. Joralemon, "The A j o Copper Mining District"
AIME Trans. Vol. 46, 1914.

( * *) U. S. Bureau of Mines Information Circular 6666. Pg. 3.
( * **) Written communication.
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its deposition, as the original dip of the material could

hardly have exceeded 35 degrees. The cause of the tilting is

at present not known, but a study of the whole area may solve

the question.

THE OREBODY (* )

The outcrop of the orebody, as outlined by the pit, is

roughly elliptical in shape with the major axis pointing

northwest- southeast, and is about 3800 feet long by 2600

feet wide.

The average thickness of the orebody, including ore

which has been mined is 425 feet, with a maximum thickness

of 1000 feet.

The general shape of the orebody in the pit area is that

of a gently south -pitching lens.

The cross -section, as indicated by drilling, shows the

sides sloping downward toward a definite keel of deep ore

along the bottom. This keel, which is along the longitudinal

axis of the orebody, strikes roughly N 30 W and is fairly

flat until it plunges downward near its southern end,

Drill holes have proven that the ore- bearing monzonite

porphyry and rhyolite extend for a long distance south, under

a capping of increasing thickness of fanglomerate. 2000 feet

south of the pit this thickness is 1500 feet . or. more. .

(*) Information on orebody taken from U. 3. Bureau of Mines
Information Circular 6666.
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ORE

The orebody is composed mainly of monzonite with some

diorite, and to a lesser extent, rhyolite, all of which have

been mineralized by copper- bearing solutions. About half of

the copper is disseminated in small specks and half in criss-

cross seams, veinlets and fracture planes. This estimation

was made in the field and the polished specimens show a

similar ratio.

Within the main orebody, pyrite is almost entirely ab-

sent and as a result, the alteration by surface waters is

entirely unlike that of most of the other low grade copper

districts. Instead of having a leached copper -poor out-

crop, the sulphide ore was capped by a silicified monzonite

streaked with seams and stains of malachite, azurite, limo-

nite, hematite, and chrysocolla.

Supergene enrichment has played only a minor part in

the formation of the greater portion of the orebody, with the

result that the oxidized ore is of nearly the same grade as

the underlying sulphide ore.

Along the southeast edge of the orebody, where there was

considerable pyrite, the rock is soft and here the primary ore

was covered with a chalcocite body.

In general the primary orebody is hard and rather sili-

ceous, especially in the central part and on the west side.

The zone of oxidation varied with the surface relief but

on the average was a more or less horizontal warped plane at



a depth of 55 feet, and the transition to primary ore was as

sharp as steam shovels could mine.

C-..A.T?CYTE LTI/TERkLS

The country rock, which is in general a quartz monzonite

porphyry, is male up of quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase and

biotite, all more or less altered.

The orthoclase in hand specimens, as compared to the

plagioclase, is relatively fresh.

Secondary quartz and calcite are shown in a number of the

specimens studied.specimens

MIT E RÂI,S

The metallic minerals noted in the sections are chalco-

pyrite, bornite, tetrahedrite, chalcocite, covellite, cuprite,

magnetite, hematite and limonite.

- There were two other minerals noted in microscopic specks

that could. not be determined, due to their minute size. One

was a bluish colored mineral and the other a very white min-

eral which might be silver or galena, although etch reactions

did not definitely prove either.

3phalerite has been found in small quantities in the ore( *)

but was not seen in any of the specimens of either suite studied.

During the field work some mo lybd.enite was found, gener-

ally as a coating along joint planes, and occasionally as

recognizable crystals, but none was seen under the microscope.

t. T. Barr, oral communication.
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DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE METALLIC MINERALS

PYRITE

Pyrite, as mentioned previously is of rare occurrence

and appears in only 5 of the specimens studied and these

were secured either in the east or south part of the pit,

or in diamond drill holes south of the pit.

In every case pyrite seems to be the first sulphide

mineral deposited, and is replaced by chalcopyrite, either

along grain borders or along cracks.

It is noteworthy that no bornite was associated with

this chalcopyrite. Plate VI fig. 8 shows chalcopyrite re-

placing a cracked grain of pyrite and being itself replaced

by hematite. This specimen represents a depth of 1103 feet

in a diamond drill hole at P -26 of the grid. See plate II.

Another drill hole 1100 feet southwest in K -23 shows

pyrite at a depth of 1633 feet while a specimen taken in this

same hole at a horizon 245 feet higher shows no pyrite.

Fig. 9 plate VII shows a peculiar occurrence of pyrite

that is difficult to interpret in polished sections. Macro-

scopically there is a mineralized veinlet 0.3 inch wide

between quartz walls. Under the microscope this veinlet

shows a brecciated pattern suggestive of faulting. Later,

solutions entered and pyrite was deposited, apparently by

selective replacement of the feldspar grains, followed by

solutions which deposited supergene chalcocite in zoned ar-

rangement around the various brecciated fragments.
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The appearance of the chalc oc ite , which is of the blue

variety, suggests that it is now hardly stable and is appar-

ently on the verge of further breakdown. This latter view

is strengthened by the fact that the location of this sample

is high in the approach, at approximately the 1800 foot

level, which is probably just under the oxidized zone. (P -6

on the grid).

The black spots in the picture are holes, which may be

solution cavities. It is impossible to determine what min-

eral this might have been, but a thin section of this section

would probably clear up several points that are beyond the

scope of polished section work.

CHALOOPY CITE

Due to the close relationship of bornite with chalcopy-

rite, any discussion of the latter must involve some mention

of the former. Wherever chalcopyrite appears, bornite is more

or less intimately associated with it. Smooth curves charac-

terize their boundaries, or they may be intergrown in a sub -

graphic pattern.

Occasionally minute blebs of chalcopyrite are scattered

throughout the bornite, many of them so small that the higher

powers of the microscope are needed to see them. The chalco-

pyrite blebs show smooth boundaries against the bornite.

In a few specimens can be found areas of pure chalco-

pyrite and also pure bornite, as well as areas in which the

two are intergrown.
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In one section the sub -graphic intergrowth changes from

predominantly chalcopyrite to predominantly bornite within a

distance of half an inch.

The association patterns of these two minerals indicate

that they were deposited essentially contemporaneously.

Chalcopyrite replaces the gangue minerals, pyrite, mag-

netite, hematite and occasionally bornite, the latter being

shown in plate III fig. 1. However, as bornite occasionally

replaces chalcopyrite, it is believed that in these rare

cases, conditions were such that the solution was not in equi-

librium and that the chalcopyrite or bornite, as the case

may be, was unstable and was replaced in part by the other.

The replacement of magnetite -hematite grains along cracks

is clearly shown in fig. 12 plate VIII. Other areas appar-

ently indicate that the chalcopyrite replaced gangue more

readily than the magnetite - hematite. See fig. 11, plate VIII.

Practically all of the chalcopyrite from the Ajo mine

shows much more anisotropïsm, when examined in polarized

light, than the average specimen of this mineral from other

localities.

The smooth boundaries which characterize the chalco-

pyrite- ;bornite contacts is illustrated in fig. 4, plate IV

and rig. 6, plate V.

It is believed that all of the chalcopyrite and bornite

is hypogene.
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BORRTITE

The association of bornite with chalcopyrite has already

been mentioned in the discussion of the latter.

As was mentioned on the previous page, and as shown by

plate III fig. 2, bornite is replacing chalcopyrite, as it

follows the edges of the gangue around and into the chalco-

pyrite. In this replacement the excess iron is deposited as

hematite which occurs as a border phase between the bornite

and the gangue, or follows the center of the bornite bands

which crosscut the chalcopyrite.

In fig. 13, plate IX, bornite is seen replacing hematite

blades, and is itself being altered to chalcosite.

TETRAHEDRITE

In only one specimen was tetrahedrite seen. The specimen

was taken from a diamond drill core at a depth of 712 feet at

location F -16 of the grid. In this section the relationship

shown with the chalcopyrite and bornite indicate contempor-

aneous deposition. See fig. 1, plate III.

Microchemical tests show the presence of subordinate

amounts of arsenic which suggests that a small percentage of

tennantite is presentin solid solution in the tetrahedrite

molecule.

CHALCOCITE

Chalcocite is the most abundant supergene copper sulphide

and as would be expected, is shown in greater quantities just

below the oxidized zone than at greater depth.
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Wilson's suite was taken at a time when the mining opera-

tions had not progressed far into the sulphide zone and in

these specimens most of the chalcocite is of the blue variety.

Several of these specimens show selective replacement of bor-

nite in preference to ohalcopyrite. See plate IV, fig. 4.

In only one specimen from rilluly's suite is a similar

occurrence noted. Most of the chalcocite shown in the sec-

tions from levels at considerable depth in the sulphide zone

is of the gray variety.

chalcocite occurs in association with chalcopyrite, bor-

nite, or both, in crosscutting thread like .patterns, in bands

.following fractures, as rims between grains and gangue and

as structures similar to the lattice type. All these patterns

definitely .indicate replacement of the hypogene sulphides by

the chalcocite.

In some fields of view it shows a suggestion of sub -

graphic structure with bornite but upon etching with reagents,

the traces of etch cleavage continue from the chalcocite into

the bornite, consequently this structure must be due to

reliots of unreplaced bornite.

Often, dots of hematite are interspersed throughout chal-

cite and further suggest the supergene oxidation of chalco-

pyrite or bornite, which forms chalcocite and ferrous sul-

phate. The latter changes to ferric sulphate and hydrolizes

to form hematite or occasionally limonite. In some specimens

both are formed and the limonite surrounds the blebs of hema..
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tite, as is pictured in fig. 6, plate V.

In the suites studied, there is only one specimen which

shows massive gray chalcocite of the coarse -grained type

which might indicate that this occurrence is of hypogene

origin. Fig. 3, plate IV shows a typical field of view of

this section. Every grain of chalcocite is outlined by a

narrow replacement rim of limonite, and the latter penetrates

the grains along cleavage cracks. The wider limonite bands

show centers of rounded hematite grains, which by the associa-

tion, are clearly later than the limonitic alteration.

Blue and gray chalcocite bands interfinger, always

parallel to the cleavage cracks. Yo other copper mineral

is present in this section.

In several occurrences chalcocite and bornite form a

pattern similar to the lattice structure, due to replacement

of bornite by chalcocite along isometric planes. This is

well shown by fig. 7, plate VI.

It is worthy of note that in five of the six drill holes

south of the pit, which are represented in the suite, chalco-

cite is shown. In the one farthest south, N -26, at a depth

of over 2000 ft., chalcocite is present in as much abundance

as the average over the present pit area. In this occurrence

the chalcocite shows a 'fuzzy' contact with the bornite, sug-

gesting transitional phases of replacement of the bornite.

Fig. 5, plate V shows this transitional type of replace-

ment.
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M G TET I TE

Magnetite in small to microscopic grains showing smooth

boundaries with the gangue was noted in numerous specimens,

indicating that this magnetite was deposited as an original

constituent of the monzonite.

A more massive type of magnetite, generally occurring

in veinlets is dire to a later surge of iron rich solutions

and shows replacement patterns with the gangue. In this

latter type particularly, the process of change to hematite

is shown with, remarkable clearness. This may be seen along

grain boundaries, cracks, and octahedral planes. (Fig. 10,

plate VII, figs. 11 and 12, plate VIII).

Both the magnetite and the hematite show replacement

by later copper -iron solutions.

HEMATITE

Hematite is both earlier and later than the copper min-

erals. In fact it occurs in at least three varieties, i.e.,

as needles or blades of specularite, as 'massive' alteration

of magnetite, and as rims and tongues in the copper minerals.

The complexly -.bladed type of specularite is represented

in Gilluly's suite by two specimens, one from E -14. in the

southwest part of the pit and the other from the west slope

of Camelback Mountain, 4000 feet northwest of the pit. The

latter is more coarsely bladed than the former, and both are

in a quartz environment. The blades of each penetrate the
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quartz and suggest replacement, but it is possible that the

hematite was deposited first and quartz has former around

the blades.

Other sections show bladed hematite on a smaller scale

and in general the relations show that the hematite is older

than the primary sulphides but the relation of the hematite

to the gangue is in doubt. See fig. 13, plate IX.

The 'massive' occurrence is shown in fig. 10, plate VII,

figs. 11 and. 12, plate VIII, as a replacement of magnetite.

This variety is definitely shown to be younger than the mag-

netite and older than the copper sulphides.

There are small equidimensional grains of hematite

sparingly scattered throughout the gangue which may indicate

contemporaneous deposition with the gangue minerals, but due

to the fact that a few of the larger blebs, under high powers

of the microscope, show indistinct traces of ash gray color,

sometimes in a hazy triangular pattern, I am inclined to

favor a theory of hematite more or less totally replacing

hypogene magnetite in these cases.

The third variety shows itself to be later than the pri-

mary sulphides as it definitely replaces the chalcopyrite

and bornite.

Fig. 14, plate IM shows replacement rims in the bornite

around gangue particles, and crosscutting tongues running out

into the bornite.
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Fig. 16, plate X shows the same type of replacement in

chalcopyrite, while fig. 15, plate X shows the additional

feature of a suggestion of growth of blades or plates.

To these three varieties might be added a fourth which

is of still later generatior.i , being formed after secondary

sulphides or oxides are form,A, and probably due, as pre-

viously mentioned,(See page 14) to the excess iron being

hydrolized to hematite. Fig. 2, plate III shows this type

of occurrence in a bornite environment and fig. 5, plate V

shows the same occurring in a chalcocite area.

aOVELLITE

In several of the specimens furnished by Wilson, covel-

lite was present in considerable quantities. As shown by

fig. 4, plate IV, covellite favors a chalcopyrite environment,

and in contrast to this, the chalcocite veinlets are stronger

in the bornite.

Chalcopyrite is higher in sulphur and lower in copper

than is bornite, and a similar relationship exists between

covellite and. chalcocite. This is probably the reason that

covellite is found in the chalcopyrite environment and chal-

cocite in the bornite environment. That is, the high sulphur,

low copper primary mineral ( chalcopyrite) is replaced by a

high sulphur low copper supergene mineral (covellite), and the

low sulphur, high copper primary mineral (bornite) is re-

placed by a low sulphur, high copper supergene mineral (chal==

coeite) .
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Fig. 6, plate V shows another view of the same section

in which scales or blebs of covellite are contained within a

chalcocite veinlet in the bornite. These covellite occur-

rences represent a small excess of sulphur, over that re-

quired for the formation of chalcocite, uniting with the

copper present to form covellite.

In general the evidence points to a contemporaneous

deposition of the covellite and chalcocite but certain occurr-

ences show covellite making out into the chalcocite from

minute cracks.

In only one specimen taken from the present pit level was

covellite seen. It was in microscopic blades and was.assócia-

ted with chalcocite, in too small quantities to determine the

age relationship.

MISCELLANEOUS MINERALS

In several sections there was noted. a bluish colored

mineral which must be called an 'unknown', due to the fact

that it occurs in such small quantities that it is impossible

to secure enough material to use for microchemical tests. It

is of the same hardness as chalcopyrite and is negative to

all etch reagents including aqua regia.

The blue unknown is generally associated with chalco-

pyrite, occurring as minute blebs with smooth boundaries

against the chalcopyrite. The majoelty of the occurrences

suggest contemporaneous deposition but in one field of view

(fig. 17, plate ) there is a strong suggestion that it is

9083C
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being replaced. by chalcopyrite.

A very white mineral was present in five of the specimens

studied, in tiny blebs that generally required higher powers

to see. It was present in bornite in every case and also in

the blue unknown mineral in one of these. It seemed to show

selective replacement of these two in preference to chalco-

pyrite.

This white mineral may represent galena or silver, as it

has the characteristic color of these minerals. Etch tests

did not satisfactorily check either, but etch tests upon such

small specks are always unsatisfactory.

Cuprite was found in one of the specimens of Wilson's

suite and showed as replacement rims of chalcocite.
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OONOIUS IO á

The study of the specimens available indicates that some

magnetite was deposited as an original mineral of the monto -

nite. There was a later surge of iron -rich solutions which

deposited magnetite in more abundant quantities, mainly in

veinlets up to one half inch or more in width. Conditions

were favorable for the alteration of this latter as well as

the original magnetite to hematite. Before the alteration

had proceeded far, solutions bearing iron and copper were

introduced and pyrite in small quantities was deposited first,

followed by the precipitation of chalcopyrite and bornite.

Although chalcopyrite in some specimens is later than bornite,

and other specimens show the reverse, there is no definite

indication that either is supergene, and the view taken is

that these exceptions show contemporaneity with overlap.

Tetrahedrite, where observed, indicates contemporaneous

deposition with both the chalcopyrite and bornite.

Hypogene chalcocite is indicated, but not proved, in

only one specimen. In all other sections evidence points to

the supergene origin of chalcocite. This chalcocite, while

widespread in small quantities, is of minor importance as an

ore mineral of copper.

The relatively small amount of pyrite in the orebody

and the marked arid environment of the deposit.account4 for

the fact that there is no prominent supergene sulphide. zone.
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Where this would otherwise occur the hypogene sulphides are

oxidized directly to carbonate and oxide minerals.

Covellite is a near surface phase of replacement, and

occurs in very small quantities.

Some hematite, particularly that of the blade& type, is

earlier than the copper minerals and may be hypogene or may

have been formed from solutions produced by alteration of

magnetite.

The specimens studied from drill holes south of the pit

which represent depths to a maximum of 1900 feet below the

present pit bottom show practically the same relationships

of minerals as at present pit levels, which would indicate

that conditions governing deposition and replacement were

practically the same at these depths as at shallower depths.

That the fanglomerate covering the southern extension of

the orebody is younger than the monzonite intrusion and its

consequent ore deposition is shown along the southern wall

of the pit At places an old erosion surface can be seen

over which the fanglomerate is deposited. Furthermore, num-

erous boulders containing copper carbonates are mixed with

much detrital barren monzonite, rhyotite, etc.

The attitude of the fanglomerate beds indicate that tilt-

ing has occurred subsequent to its deposition. This indicates

that the mineralized sill which represents the southern end

of the orebody had a much smaller dip than at present, con-

sequently it was presumably at a less depth below the surface.
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It is believed that the supergene sulphides were formed

by downward percolating meteoric waters and that all of the

supergene sulphides are of essentially contemporaneous de-

position. The greater part of this alteration occurred pre-

vious to the tilting which caused the southern end to be

mach more deeply buried than formerly.
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A

A view of Ajo and vicinity, looking east from Camelbaok

Mountain.

B

A view of the pit, looking north. Courtesy of James

Gillnly.
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Fig. 1

Chalcopyrite replacing bornite along cubic planes, with

tetrahedrite showing smooth boundaries against both the chal-

copyrite and the bornite. x 124. F -16. DD hole 712.

Bor., bornite: Cp., chalcopyrite: Tet., tetrahedrite:

G., gangue.

Fig. 2

Bornite replacing chalcopyrite, with hematite as a bor-

der phase of the bornite and as a more or less continuous

band in the crosscutting bornite areas. x 132. N-22. DD

hole U 1288 ft.

Cp., chalcopyrite: Bor., bornite: Hem., hematite: G.,

gangue.





Fig. 3

Massive coarse -grained blue and gray chalcocite with

limonitic alteration around each grain and along cleavage

cracks. Hematite blebs within the limonite bands repre-

sents a different phase of the hydrolosis of ferric sul-

phate solutions. x 42. E-í17, southwest side of pit at

the 1800 ft. level.

Ce., chalcocite: Hem., hematite: Lim., limonite.

Fig. 4

Chalcocite and covellite of practically contempora-

neous age replacing chalcopyrite and. bornite. The covellite

favors a chalcopyrite environment while chalcocite favors

a bornite environment.

This phenomena can be explained by the fact that cov-

ellite has a higher percentage of sulphur and a lower per-

centage of copper than chalcocite and, in the parent min-

erals, chalcopyrite has this same relationship with bornite.

x 41. From Wilson's suite, taken from the southwest side

of the pit, just below the oxidized zone.





Fig. 5

Bornite being replaced by chalcocite with 'fuzzy' bor-

ders, signifying transitional phases of alteration. Within

the chalcocite areas, limonite and hematite are formed by

the hydrolization of the excess iron formed in the alter-

ation process. x 7'7. 3-22. DD hole - 1618 ft.

Fig. 6

Chalcopyrite and bornite with mutual boundaries being

replaced by chalcocite and covellite. Occurrence similar

to fig. 4, but showing in detail the scales of covellite

within the chalcocite stringer, indicating that the,exeess

sulphur derived from replacement of bornite by chalcocite

united with additional copper from the solutions to form

covellite. x 85. Same section as fig. 4.
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Fig. 7

Ch.lcocite replacing bornite, partly along isometric

planes which closely resembles the 'lattice' structure.

Hematite as a border phase of the bornite and chalcocite.

x 132. N -22. DD hole 1120 ft.

Bor., bornite: Cc., chalcocite: Hem., hematite: 0.

gangue.

Fig. 8

: halcopyrite replacing pyrite along cracks. Excess

iron being deposited as hematite. x 275. P -21. DD hole

c 11C 3 ft.

Py., pyrite: Cp. , chalcopyrite: Hem., hematite.
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Fig. 9

Pyrite selectively replacing feldspar. Blebs of chal-

cocite showing a zoned arrangement around gangue particles.

x 44. P -6 at present pit level.

Py., pyrite: Cc., chalcocite: G., gangue, in this case

feldspar. The dark spots are holes.

Fig. 10

Magnetite being replaced by hematite along borders and .

octahedral planes. x 110. H-14 at present pit level.

Mag., magnetite: Hem., hematite: G., gangue.





Fig. 11

Chalcopyrite replacing gangue in preference to magne-

tite-hematite. Hematite replacing magnetite. x 58. E -7,

at present pit level.

Fig. 12

Hematite replacing magnetite and chalcopyrite replac-

ing both hematite and magnetite. x 116. H -6, at present

pit level.
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Fig. 13

Bornite replacing hematite blades and being replaced

by chalcoc ite . x 190. G--17. DD hole 6 483 ft.

Fig. 14

Hematite replacing bornite around gangue particles and

in crosscutting tongues. Dark shreddy gangue is probably

biotite. x 140. K -23. DD hole L 1388 ft.
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Fig. 15

Hematite replacing chalco-

pyrite along gangue and in cross-

cutting tongues which show an in-

cipient bladed structure. x 190,

N -22. DD hole L 1288 ft.

Fig. 16

Hematite replacing chal-

copyrite, rimming gangue par-

ticles. x 114. N -26. DD

hole 2047 ft.

Fig. 17

Blue unknown being replaced

by chalcopyrite. x 60. L -1 at

present pit level.

Bu., blue unknown: Cp. ,

chalcopyrite: G., gangue.
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